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Thanks to the IET Travel Award, I had the invaluable opportunity to participate in the 

International Conference on 6G Communications Networking and Signal Processing 

(SGCNSP) took place at NTU@one-north, Singapore on December 27, 2023. I have presented 

my latest research titled "An Improved Multiple Face Recognition System for Crowd 

Monitoring Applications Based on Transfer Learning Approach." This was a significant 

milestone for me as it was my first time attending SGCNSP.  

 

During the conference, I actively engaged with fellow researchers and engineers, presenting 

our research work to a diverse audience. The experience was enriching as I received numerous 

thought-provoking questions and feedback that will undoubtedly shape my future research 

endeavours in this field. It was truly inspiring to exchange ideas and perspectives with experts 

from various backgrounds, fostering intellectual growth and collaboration. 

 



 
Conference Venue: NTU, Singapore 

 

One of the highlights of the conference was the opportunity to network with academics and 

professionals specializing in computer vision and artificial intelligence. These interactions not 

only provided insights into the latest advancements in the field but also facilitated potential 

collaborations and knowledge sharing. Establishing connections with peers and experts in the 

industry has significantly contributed to expanding my professional network and fostering 

future collaborations. 

 

    
Recognition from the SGCNSP Conference (certificate and trophy) 

 

My participation in the SGCNSP conference was a rewarding and enlightening experience, 

made possible by the generous support of the IET Travel Award. I am profoundly grateful to 

the Institution of Engineering & Technology for selecting me as a recipient of the IET Travel 



Award. The IET's commitment to fostering the professional development of researchers like 

me through initiatives such as the Travel Award is truly commendable and greatly appreciated. 

                                                                Thank you !!! 


